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The upstairs landing offers a wide-angle
view of the great room below.
From great room to kitchen, the view is
unobstructed. Transom windows throughout the
blueprint enhance the natural sunlight without
compromising privacy.

Bowling Green Fireplace sourced this
contemporary “Boulevard” hearth with a
pebble stone surround.
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No shack in this shotgun style
blueprint. Despite the challenge of
a zero lot line, builder Kelly Arnold
delivered a 3,400-square-foot
Craftsman cottage home with tons of
curb appeal.
Outdoor living spaces are essential
to the enhanced city living that New
Urbanism replicates. Here, bursts of
color brighten gray days while a pair
of “ceiling” fans will help cool the patio
during the summer months.

A Grand Slam
on a Zero Lot Line
WRITTEN BY MARY NESTOR
PHOTOGRAPHY BY JOE IMEL
LAYOUT BY M. SCHOFDING

E

ven the builder was surprised by the foot traffic that poured through his newly
constructed, energy efficient entry into Bowling Green’s 2014 Parade of Homes.
Kelly Arnold, owner of Gemini Homes, working in partnership with decorator Vickey
Grimsley set out to build a “spec” that would stop the show.
And it seems to have worked.
“People were coming back on Saturday and then again on Sunday. You know—two or
three trips. People loved it,” remembers Grimsley.
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An upstairs landing provides overflow
seating for game night, or a cozy read.

This triangular bookcase adds interest
to the foyer and was customized during
construction. New Urban design requires the
efficient use of every square foot.
This photograph showcases the
seamlessness of the circulation. From the
foyer, to the formal dining room, to the great
room and the kitchen, this blueprint flows.
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A Win ~ Win
The home, at 300 Traditions Boulevard,
combines Arnold’s expertise with energy
efficient building methods and Grimsley’s
ability to customize architectural
finishes.
Arnold’s project takes its rightful
place among the custom homes along
Traditions Boulevard, named for its
anchor position in Bowling Green’s New
Urban enclave. Traditions at Lovers Lane
features sidewalks, green space, and old
growth trees along one-way streets that
maximize the footprint of each home on
each lot and avoid urban sprawl.
Reverse Engineering
Unfortunately for those curious Parade
goers, this “spec” had already been
purchased by newlyweds Kirby and Dean
Jordan who needed a home not for “her”
nor for “him” but for “them.” Besides, it
just so happens that Kirby was among
the first to buy at Traditions and she and
Dean got to watch the house go up across

Alder wood cabinets paired with wide-cut engineered
hardwood floors, a horizontal-cut stack stone backsplash
sans grout, with distinctive granite stones and hardware
finishes all combine for a pleasing palette.
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This view from the corner of the kitchen
offers a glimpse toward the back entrance. A
garage at the rear of the home is a traditional
orientation being revisited in the New Urban
layout.
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Decorator Vickey Grimsely used two different
tones and stacked the granite from the island to
table. The raised height bistro dining affords a
better view of the adjoining great room.
A “must have” in the kitchen is a bookcase for
storing cookbooks and favorite recipes.
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the street. When asked how they selected
their builder, Dean admits it happened in
reverse. “We loved the house and Kelly was
the one building it.”
Home Field Advantage
Because of zero lot lines, the garages are
located at the back and accessed through
the alleyways. This orientation gives the
home a fairly straightforward circulation.
The rear-entry garage access enters
a quiet transitional laundry area. From
there, the house opens up with a vaulted
great room/kitchen combination. In the
formal dining area, the ceiling drops back
down to a more intimate height. There
is a home office on the main level along
with a master suite complete with custom
tile and a whirlpool tub. Upstairs, a pair
of guest rooms is on either side of a cozy
landing where there is just enough seating
to accommodate the overflow from the
game room or simply serve as a quiet place
to sit and read.
Having
purchased
during
the
construction process would generally give
buyers the opportunity to select their own

finishes. But as it turns out, Grimsley’s selfdescribed “edgy” ideas for architectural
elements were an instant classic.
“I wanted a timelessness where the
owner could decorate with antiques or
modern or make it industrial. To me, this
home will go any direction you want,”
explains Grimsley. “That’s what I mean
by “edgy.” It can appeal to people across
the spectrum from retirees to first-time
buyers.
Bases Loaded
For the floors she chose oversized 7-inch
engineered hardwood. She specified
knotty alder for the cabinets and says it
was the first time she had worked with that
type of wood. She especially liked the way
the distressed finish of the alder revealed
its imperfections and lent warmth to the
slate palette. “A lot of times when you
think of gray you think ‘cool.’ And I like
warm grays. I think that’s the beauty of
that house is the warmth.”
Her statement could be taken both
literally and figuratively. Besides being
well designed and beautifully appointed,
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the home is amazingly energy efficient.
A foam insulated building envelope,
and independent thermostat controls that
can isolate “zones” help give it a HERS
rating of 49.
HERS is the industry standard.
It measures the combined effect of
energy efficient systems with quality
construction methods that seal in the
controlled temperatures. Think of it as the
fuel efficiency rating for a home, but in this
case, the lower the number, the better the
score.
And the initial costs of designing it to
be energy efficient are already paying off.
During their first winter, the Jordans will
spend just under $50 a month for their gas
and electric bill combined.
Asked how important those low-cost
energy bills were to their decision to
buy, Dean says he is glad to have such an
efficient fuel system in place, but it wasn’t
their main motivation. “Really,” he says,
“we just loved the house.”
The challenge of scaling the blueprint
to the zero-lot parameters was something

that Arnold initially backed away from.
But standing in the great room of the new
home, he mentally retraces the steps that
got him here.
“I remember when this was still
farmland,” he says. Developers “Johnston
(Boyd) and Steven (Freeman) came to me
early in the (New Urban) project but I said,
‘…33-foot wide lots? Are you serious? No
I’m not interested’.”
He couldn’t quite wrap his brain around
building a 3,400 square foot home on a lot
that only takes up an 11th of an acre and
at the time, he didn’t think Bowling Green
was ready for this new-fangled New Urban
concept either.
Obviously, he came around.
And given the warm reception that his
finished home received, Arnold is glad
he changed his mind. Gemini Homes
has already purchased a second lot and
is laying the groundwork for another
single-family Boulevard home. As spring
fever sets in, he and his team of subs are
sketching a game plan to knock another
one out of the park.
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A unique design with center columns and a half
glass half stone “wall” helps integrate the shower
space with the whirlpool tub. Riverbed tile and Porter
Paints in tan and oatmeal complete the room.

In the guest bath, the warmth of Venetian bronze
fixtures combine with the intricate stone pattern of the
vessel sink.

Command central for the heating and cooling
system is a touch-screen keypad in the kitchen that
can also be controlled via smart phone. In the attic,
blown insulation keeps treated air from escaping.
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